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ABSTRACT
The accuracy of theoretical mass, radius, and effective temperature values for M-dwarf stars is an active topic of debate.
Differences between observed and theoretical values have raised the possibility that current theoretical stellar structure and
evolution models are inaccurate towards the low-mass end of the main sequence. To explore this issue, we use the CHEOPS
satellite to obtain high-precision light curves of eclipsing binaries with low-mass stellar companions. We use these light curves
combined with the spectroscopic orbit for the solar-type companion to measure the mass, radius, and effective temperature of
the M-dwarf star. Here, we present the analysis of three eclipsing binaries. We use the PYCHEOPS data analysis software to fit the
observed transit and eclipse events of each system. Two of our systems were also observed by the TESS satellite – we similarly
analyse these light curves for comparison. We find consistent results between CHEOPS and TESS, presenting three stellar
radii and two stellar effective temperature values of low-mass stellar objects. These initial results from our on-going observing
programme with CHEOPS show that we can expect to have ∼24 new mass, radius, and effective temperature measurements for
very low-mass stars within the next few years.
Key words: techniques: photometric – techniques: spectroscopic – binaries: eclipsing – stars: fundamental parameters – stars:
low-mass.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Understanding the host star is one of the most crucial parts of
exoplanet characterization. Exoplanets are mostly observed and
analysed through how they affect the stellar signal, such as with
the transit and radial velocity methods (Santos et al. 2020). A
 E-mail: m.i.swayne@keele.ac.uk
†NASA Sagan Fellow.
more accurate measurement of host size and mass thus leads to
more accurate values of planetary size and mass. The host star’s
properties are most commonly obtained by finding the closest fit
between observable star properties and stellar evolution models (e.g.
Baraffe et al. 1998; Dotter et al. 2008). Therefore, any uncertainty
in these models leads to systematic errors in the inferred stellar and
exoplanetary properties. This has become a potential issue regarding
low-mass star systems’ recent popularity as targets for exoplanet
observation (Charbonneau & Deming 2007; Quirrenbach et al. 2014;
Gillon et al. 2017; Delrez et al. 2018). Low-mass star systems suffer
C© 2021 The Author(s)
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from a lack of data compared to more massive stars because they
are intrinsically much fainter and, hence, harder to study. There is
a shortfall in direct and precise mass and radius measurements of
these systems, with effective temperature measurements being rarer
still. The EBLM project (Triaud et al. 2013) was launched to address
this lack of fundamental data for M-dwarfs. Hundreds of eclipsing
binaries with low-mass companions have been identified using data
from the WASP project (Pollacco et al. 2006), and we have measured
the spectroscopic orbits for the primary stars in more than 100 of these
EBLM systems (Triaud et al. 2017). These data are used to select
targets for further study to address lack of precise mass, radius, and
temperature measurements for low-mass stars, especially below 0.3
solar masses.
A number of studies have reported inconsistencies between the
observed radii and M-dwarfs and theoretically predicted radii from
models of low-mass stars, an effect commonly called radius infla-
tion (e.g. Casagrande, Flynn & Bessell 2008; Torres, Andersen &
Giménez 2010; Spada et al. 2013; Kesseli et al. 2018). Typically,
the measured radii are larger than the predicted values for stars of
a given mass by a few per cent (e.g. Morales et al. 2009). There
is also a tendency for M-dwarfs to be cooler than predicted by
models, such that the luminosity of the star is approximately correct.
It is currently unclear to what extent radius inflation is due to
problems with stellar models, or is the result of bias in the observed
radius estimates. Possible sources of error from the models involve
uncertainties in the input physics of the model, its initial chemical
composition and in convection efficiency (Tognelli, Prada Moroni &
Degl’Innocenti 2018; Fernandes et al. 2019). These would in turn
provide an uncertainty to predicted radius. It is also possible that
some models are missing some physical process that affects the stellar
radius. The presence of a strong magnetic field or magnetic activity
could inhibit the convective energy transport present in lower-mass
stars (Chabrier, Gallardo & Baraffe 2007). This could result in the
inflation effect, as the star attempts to maintain a constant energy
flux through the surface. Rotation in eclipsing binaries has also been
proposed as a potential cause. Tidal interactions between the two
bodies in the system could increase the speed of the internal stellar
dynamo leading to increased activity (Ribas 2006). Radius inflation
therefore could be an observational bias caused by using eclipsing
binaries to obtain radii from M-dwarfs. However, cases of long-
period eclipsing binaries (Irwin et al. 2011) and isolated M-dwarfs
(Spada et al. 2013; Van Grootel et al. 2018) showing similar inflation
to short-period eclipsing binaries casts doubt on tidal interactions
being the sole cause. The effect of metallicity on very low-mass
stars is also debated as a possible cause for inflation with its effect
on the opacity in the outer layers of the star. In their revision of
the age of CM Dra, Feiden & Chaboyer (2014) find a reduction of
observed mass–radius discrepancies from 6 per cent to 2 per cent
upon obtaining more accurate metallicity and age measurements
for this binary star. Metallicity measurements for EBLM systems are
more reliable than M + M binaries like CM Dra because the spectrum
of a solar-type star is much less complex and crowded than the
spectrum of a rapidly rotating M-dwarf star. Radius measurements
for several EBLM systems by von Boetticher et al. (2019) suggest
that the metallicity may have a measurable effect on stellar radius.
Therefore, the accuracy of metallicity values is important when
considering the radius inflation problem. Large uncertainties in
metallicity, such as those in the order of 0.2 dex as seen in Olander,
Heiter & Kochukhov (2021), could lead to differences in radius
residuals of ∼0.024 according to the metallicity-dependent relation
described in von Boetticher et al. (2019). Finally, there has been
recent disagreement on the reality of the effect. Parsons et al. (2018)
reports that 75 per cent of their objects are up to 12 per cent inflated.
However, two papers in the EBLM project (Gill et al. 2019; von
Boetticher et al. 2019) find little evidence of inflation in their samples
of 10 and 5 objects, respectively. A much larger sample of precise
and accurate mass, radius, and effective measurements for M-dwarfs
of known metallicity is needed so that we can reliably estimate the
properties of low-mass host stars in planetary systems.
The CHEOPS mission (Benz et al. 2021) is the first small (S-class)
European Space Agency mission. Launched on the 18th of December
2019, it has been designed primarily to perform ultrahigh-precision
photometry of bright stars that are known to host exoplanet systems.
The CHEOPS guaranteed-time observing programme includes a
small number of ‘Ancillary Science’ programmes, where the stars
observed do not host exoplanets, but where the observations made
are relevant to exoplanet science. This includes our programme to use
the capabilities of CHEOPS to explore the radius inflation problem.
Additionally, in measurements of M-dwarf effective temperature in
EBLM systems, there is the possibility of some unrealized systematic
error, with different studies reporting widely different results for the
same object (e.g. Gómez Maqueo Chew et al. 2014; Swayne et al.
2020). Through obtaining high precision observations of secondary
eclipses we can compare to previous observations and explore any
potential systematic effect.
In this paper, we present our analysis of the first three targets in our
CHEOPS observing programme with a complete set of observations
– EBLM J1741+31, EBLM J1934–42, and EBLM J2046 + 06.
EBLM J1741+31 and EBLM J1934–42 have also been observed by
the TESS satellite (Ricker et al. 2015). This gives us an opportunity
to test the reliability of our methods to measure mass, radius, and
effective temperature by comparing the results from the two instru-
ments. Our observations, data reduction and methods to characterize
the host star are outlined in Section 2. The analysis of the light
curves and results are described in Section 3. We discuss our results
in the context of previous mass, radius, and effective temperature
measurements for M-dwarfs in Section 4, and give our conclusions
as to the future prospects for our observing programme in Section 5.
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D ME T H O D S
Our three targets are all detached eclipsing binary stars in which a
solar-type star is eclipsed by an M-dwarf. The log of our observations
is given in Table 1. The observations were made as part of the
CHEOPS Guaranteed Time Observation (GTO) programme ID-037:
Eclipsing binaries with very low-mass stars. This programme seeks
to observe primary and secondary eclipses of 25 EBLM systems.
CHEOPS observes stars from low-Earth orbit, so observations are
interrupted by occultation of the target by the Earth and passages
through the South Atlantic Anomaly. These gaps in the light curve
can be up to 44 and 19 min, respectively.
The raw data were processed using version 13 of the CHEOPS
data reduction pipeline (DRP; Hoyer et al. 2020). The DRP performs
image correction for environmental and instrumental effects before
performing aperture photometry of the target. As explained in Hoyer
et al. (2020), the Gaia DR2 catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018) is used by the DRP to simulate an observations’ field of view
(FoV) in order to estimate the level of contamination present in the
photometric aperture. The DRP also accounts for the rotating FoV of
CHEOPS, where other stars in the image can create ‘smear’ trails and
contaminate the photometric aperture. The smear effect is corrected
by the DRP, while the contamination produced by nearby stars is
recorded in the DRP data products, allowing the user to include or
ignore the contamination correction provided. The final photometry
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Table 1. A log of observation dates and details for each target visit. Sp. Type is the estimated spectral type of the primary star. Effic. is the fraction of the
observing interval covered by valid observations of the target. Rap is the aperture radius used to compute the light curve analysed in this paper.
Event Target V Start Date Duration Texp Effic. File key Rap
Sp. Type (mag) (UTC) (s) (s) (per cent) (pixels)
Transit J1741+31 11.7 2020-06-13T08:20:00 27794 60 67.8 CH PR100037 TG014601 V0102 30.0
Eclipsea G0V 2020-06-10T08:12:58 29098 60 63.0 CH PR100037 TG014501 V0102 30.0
Transit J1934–42 12.62 2020-06-27T13:43:57 28387 60 60.7 CH PR100037 TG015001 V0100 25.0
Eclipse G8V 2020-07-13T09:47:00 28387 60 61.1 CH PR100037 TG014901 V0100 25.0
Transit J2046+06 9.86 2020-08-28T22:08:00 35676 60 81.1 CH PR100037 TG015601 V0100 25.0
Eclipse F8V 2020-07-03T11:34:00 42313 60 66.7 CH PR100037 TG015501 V0100 25.0
aDoes not cover the phase of superior conjunction.
is extracted by the DRP using three different fixed aperture sizes
labelled ‘RINF’, ‘DEFAULT’ and ‘RSUP’ (at radii of 22.5, 25.0 and
30.0 pixels, respectively) and a further ‘OPTIMAL’ aperture whose
size is dependent upon the FoV contamination. The observed and
processed data are made available on the Data Analysis Center for
Exoplanets (DACE) web platform.1 We downloaded our data from
DACE using PYCHEOPS,2 a PYTHON module developed for the analysis
of data from the CHEOPS mission (Maxted et al. 2021). We fitted the
light curves from all four apertures and found that different choice
of aperture radius has a negligible impact on the results. Therefore,
for EBLM J1741+31 and EBLM J1934–42, we selected the aperture
radius that gave the minimum median absolute deviation (MAD) of
the point-to-point differences in the light curve of the eclipse visit. We
then used the chosen aperture type for the respective transit visits. For
EBLM J2046+06 this criterion resulted in slightly different aperture
radii for the two visits from the preferred OPTIMAL aperture (25.5
and 26.0 pixels), so we used the DEFAULT aperture instead.
The TESS survey is split into overlapping 90◦ × 24◦ deg sky
sectors over both northern and southern hemispheres with each sector
being observed for approximately one month. EBLM J1741+31
(TIC 18319090) was observed in Sectors 25 and 26 of the survey as
part of the Guest Investigator programmes G022156 and G022253,
with 2-min cadence data made available. EBLM J1934–42 (TIC
143291764) was observed in Sectors 13 and 27 of the survey as part
of the Guest Investigator programmes G011278 and G03216, with 2-
min cadence data made available. Data were reduced by the Science
Processing Operations Center Pipeline (SPOC; Jenkins et al. 2016)
and made available from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes
(MAST)3 web service. We used the Pre-search Data Conditioned
Simple Aperture Photometry (PDCSAP) flux data for our analysis.
Any cadences in the light curve with severe quality issues were
ignored using the ‘default’ bitmask 175 (Tenenbaum & Jenkins
2018). The TESS light curve of EBLM J1741+31 shows a smooth
variation with an amplitude ∼0.2 per cent in the flux between the
transits. To remove this variability we divided the light curve by
a low-order polynomial fitted by least-squares to the data between
the transits. EBLM J1934–42 shows variability in the TESS light
curve with an amplitude of about 1 per cent on time-scales of a few
days. This may be due to moderate stellar activity modulated by
stellar rotation. To remove this low-frequency noise, we fit the data
between the transits with a Gaussian process (GP) calculated using
the CELERITE (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2017) software package. The
kernel of the GP is the stochastically driven damped simple harmonic
oscillator function defined by Foreman-Mackey et al. We then divide
1The DACE platform is available at http://dace.unige.ch.
2https://pypi.org/project/pycheops/
3https://mast.stsci.edu
the entire light curve by the GP predicted by the best-fitting hyper-
parameters.
The spectroscopic stellar parameters (Teff, log g, microturbulence
(ξ t), [Fe/H]) and respective uncertainties were estimated by using
ARES+MOOG, following the same methodology as described in
Sousa (2014) and Santos et al. (2013). For this, we used the combined
spectra from the individual observations done with SOPHIE for
EBLM J1741+31 and with HARPS observations from ESO pro-
gramme 1101.C-0721 for EBLM J1934–42 and EBLM J2046 + 06.
For EBLM J1741+31, there were 13 individual observations with
SOPHIE, with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 20–50. The combined
spectrum has a total SNR ∼140. For EBLM J1934–42, there were
24 individual observations, with SNR varying between 15–20. The
combined spectra has a total SNR ∼100. For EBLM J2046+06,
there were 22 individual observations, with SNR varying between
50 and 80. The combined spectra has a total SNR ∼300. We used
the ARES code4 (Sousa et al. 2007, 2015) to measure equivalent
widths (EW) of iron lines measured using the list of lines presented
in Sousa et al. (2008). A minimization process assuming ionization
and excitation equilibrium is used to find convergence for the best
set of spectroscopic parameters. In this process, we use a grid of
Kurucz model atmospheres (Kurucz 1993) and the radiative transfer
code MOOG (Sneden 1973).
The radii of the three targets was determined using an adapted
infrared flux method (IRFM; Blackwell & Shallis 1977) via relation-
ships between the bolometric flux, the stellar angular diameter, the
effective temperature, and the parallax, recently detailed in Schanche
et al. (2020). For each target, and using a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach, we built spectral energy distributions (SEDs)
from the ATLAS Catalogues (Castelli & Kurucz 2003), using the
stellar spectral parameters derived above as priors. Subsequently, we
conducted synthetic photometry by convolving the SEDs with the
throughput of the selected photometric bandpasses and compared the
resulting fluxes with the observed fluxes in these bandpasses; Gaia G,
GBP, and GRP, 2MASS J, H, and K, and WISE W1 and W2 (Skrutskie
et al. 2006; Wright et al. 2010; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2020) to
obtain the stellar bolometric fluxes and hence the angular diameters.
These diameters were combined with offset-corrected Gaia EDR3
parallax (Lindegren et al. 2020) to produce the stellar radii given in
Table 2.
The stellar mass M and age t were inferred from two different
stellar evolutionary models, namely the PARSEC5 v1.2S code (Marigo
et al. 2017) and the CLES code (Code Liègeois d’Évolution Stellaire;
4The last version of ARES code (ARES v2) can be downloaded at https:
//github.com/sousasag/ARES.
5Padova and Trieste Stellar Evolutionary Code.
http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-bin/cmd.
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Table 2. The observed stellar properties of the primary star of our binary
targets. Right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec.) are coordinates with
equinox J2000.0.
EBLM J1741+31 EBLM J1934–42 EBLM J2046+06
Name TYC 2606−1838−1 TIC 143291764 TYC 524−2528−1
RA 17 41 21.27 19 34 25.69 20 46 43.88
Dec. +31 24 55.3 −42 23 11.6 +06 18 09.7
G (mag) 11.40 11.42 9.83
Teff, 1 (K) 6376 ± 72 5648 ± 68 6302 ± 70
log g1 (cgs) 4.63 ± 0.11 4.33 ± 0.12 3.98 ± 0.11
ξ t (km s−1) 1.25 ± 0.05 1.10 ± 0.04 1.61 ± 0.05
[Fe/H] 0.09 ± 0.05 0.29 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.05
R1(R) 1.336 ± 0.015 0.996 ± 0.008 1.722 ± 0.015
M1(M) 1.270 ± 0.043 1.046 ± 0.049 1.339 ± 0.056
Age (Gyr) 1.2 ± 0.7 1.8 ± 2.0 2.8 ± 0.6
K (km s−1) 37.14 ± 0.04 18.62 ± 0.01 15.55 ± 0.01
Scuflaire et al. 2008). We adopted the stellar effective temperature
Teff, metallicity [Fe/H], and radius RIRFM,  as input parameters and
carried out two independent analyses. The first analysis used the
Isochrone placement algorithm (Bonfanti et al. 2015; Bonfanti,
Ortolani & Nascimbeni 2016), which retrieves the best estimates
for both mass and age by interpolating within pre-computed PARSEC
grids of isochrones and tracks. The second analysis, instead, returned
the mass and age values by directly fitting the input parameters to
the CLES models, following a Levenberg–Marquadt minimization
(Salmon et al. 2021). Finally, we combined the two different mass
and age values to obtain the definitive M and t parameters; further
details can be found in Bonfanti et al. (2021). The masses obtained
are given in Table 2.
The semi-amplitude of the primary star’s spectroscopic orbit,
K, is required for the calculations of secondary star’s mass. For
EBLM J1934–42 and EBLM J2046+06, we used values of K from
the Binaries Escorted By Orbiting Planets survey (BEBOP; Martin
et al. 2019). For J1741–31, we calculated K from a fit to radial
velocity data from the SOPHIE high-resolution échelle spectrograph
(Perruchot et al. 2008) mounted on the 193 cm telescope at the
Observatoire de Haute-Provence (France). Twenty measurements
were collected between the dates of 2019-02-24 and 2020-09-03
with a typical exposure time of 1800s, leading to a mean uncertainty
of 13.7 m s−1. These were obtained as part of a Large Programme
aiming to detect circumbinary planets (e.g. Martin et al. 2019). The 20
spectra were obtained in High-Efficiency mode, where the resolution
is reduced to 40 000 for a 2.5 × gain in throughput over the High-
Resolution mode of 75 000. All observations were performed with a
fibre on the science target and a fibre on the sky. The latter is used
to remove background contamination originating from the Moon.
All science and sky spectra were reduced using the SOPHIE Data
Reduction Software (DRS) and cross-correlated with a G2 mask to
obtain radial velocities. These methods are described in Baranne et al.
(1996) and Courcol et al. (2015), and have been shown to produce
precisions and accuracies of a few meters per seconds (e.g. Bouchy
et al. 2013; Hara et al. 2020), well below what we typically obtained
on this system. We used the PYTHON module ELLC (Maxted 2016) to
model radial velocity. In our fit of the Keplerian orbit, we accounted
for jitter by applying a weight in our log-likelihood function. We used
the PYTHON module EMCEE (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) to sample
the posterior probability distribution (PPD) of our model parameters.
The stellar properties and obtained value of K are all displayed in
Table 2.
Table 3. The priors set for each target during the MultiVisit analysis.
J1741+31 J1934–42 J2046+06
fc 0.3003 ± 0.0016 – − 0.1901 ± 0.0008
fs 0.4591 ± 0.0012 – 0.5545 ± 0.0004
h1 0.771 ± 0.012 0.729 ± 0.011 –
h2 0.420 ± 0.050 0.398 ± 0.050 –
L 0.007 ± 0.004 – –
log ρ/ρ − 0.274 ± 0.021 – –
3 A NA LY SIS
We analyse the CHEOPS light curves for each star in two steps. In the
first step, we analyse each CHEOPS visit in order to determine initial
values for our model parameters, and to determine which nuisance
parameters must be included in the model to deal with instrumental
noise. In the second step, we analyse all the data for each star in a
single MCMC analysis to obtain our final results. These results are
then compared to an MCMC analysis of TESS data when available.
The output from the light-curve analysis is then combined with as
estimate of for the mass of the primary star and K to determine the
mass and radius of the M-dwarf. The depth of the secondary eclipse is
used together with model SEDs to estimate the effective temperature
of the M-dwarf.
3.1 CHEOPS visit-by-visit analysis
To create the models needed for light-curve fitting, we used
PYCHEOPS. The transit model uses the qpower2 algorithm (Maxted &
Gill 2019) to calculate the transit light curve, assuming a power-2
limb darkening law. The parameters used in the model are the time
of mid-primary eclipse T0; the transit depth D = k2 = R22/R21 ,
where R2 and R1 are the radii of the secondary and primary
stars; b = acos i/R1, where i is the orbital inclination and a is the
semimajor axis; W =
√
(1 + k)2 − b2R1/(πa); the eccentricity
and argument of periastron-dependent parameters fs = √e sin (ω)
and fc = √e cos (ω); the eclipse depth L and the limb-darkening
parameters h1 and h2 as defined by Maxted (2018). For an eclipsing
binary with a circular orbit, D, W, and b are the depth, width (in
phase units), and impact parameter of the eclipse, respectively.
For each target, we obtained one primary and one secondary
eclipse so the orbital period, P, has to be fixed at a known
value. For EBLM J1741+31 and EBLM J1934–42, we fixed P to
the value obtained from our analysis of the TESS light curve. For
EBLM J2046+06, we fixed the orbital period at the value reported by
Martin et al. (2019). To better constrain our fit, Gaussian priors were
put on fc and fs, using e and ω measurements from the spectroscopic
orbit. The orbital eccentricity of EBLM J1934–42 is very small, so
we assumed a circular orbit for our analysis. For EBLM J1741+31
and EBLM J1934–42, which have partial eclipses, the eclipses do
not constrain the limb darkening properties of the star so we place
Gaussian priors on h1 and h2. These priors are listed in Table 3.
The values of h1 and h2 appropriate for the values of [Fe/H], Teff, 1,
and log g given in Section 2 are found using interpolation in the
data tables presented in Maxted (2018) based on the limb-darkening
profiles from the STAGGER-grid (Magic et al. 2015). An offset
(0.01 for h1, −0.045 for h2) was then applied based on the offset
between empirical and tabulated values of these limb darkening
parameters observed in the Kepler bandpass by Maxted (2018).
CHEOPS light curves can be affected by trends correlated with
satellite roll angle, the varying contamination of the photometric
aperture, the background level in the images, and the estimated
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correction for smear trails from nearby stars. These trends are
modelled using linear decorrelation against these parameters, or
for roll angle φ, sin (φ), cos (φ), sin (2phi), etc. The coefficients
for each trend are optimized simultaneously with the parameters
of the transit or eclipse model in a least-squares fit to all the data
in each visit. In the case of the eclipse events, fits to individual
visits were performed with all orbital parameters apart from eclipse
depth fixed at the parameters derived from the fit to the transit. To
select decorrelation parameters for each visit, we did an initial fit
to each light curve with no decorrelation and used the rms of the
residuals from this fit, σ p, to set a normal prior on the decorrelation
parameters, N (0, σp) or, for df/dt, N (0, σp/t) where t is the
duration of the visit. We then added decorrelation parameters to the
fit one by one, selecting the parameter with the lowest Bayes factor
Bp = e−(p/σp )2/2 σ0/σp at each step, where σ 0 is the standard error
on the decorrelation parameter from the least-squares fit (Maxted
et al. 2021). We stop adding decorrelation parameters when Bp >
1 for all remaining parameters. This process sometimes leads to a
set of parameters including some that are strongly correlated with
one another and so are therefore not well determined; i.e., they have
large Bayes factors. We therefore go through a process of repeatedly
removing the parameter with the largest Bayes factor if any of the
parameters have a Bayes factors Bp > 1. The second step of this
process typically removes no more than one or two parameters.
3.2 CHEOPS MultiVisit analysis
We used the MULTIVISIT function in PYCHEOPS to do a combined
analysis of both visits for each target. Decorrelation against trends
with roll angle were done implicitly using the method described in
Maxted et al. (2021), i.e. by modifying the calculation of the likeli-
hood to account for the decorrelation against roll angle without ex-
plicitly calculating the nuisance parameters df/dsin (φ), df/dcos (φ),
etc. The same Gaussian priors for fc and fs, h1 and h2 were used as for
the analysis of individual visits. For EBLM J1741+31, we also set a
priors on the eclipse depth L and on the log of the stellar density logρ,
which is directly related to the transit parameters via Kepler’s law
(Maxted et al. 2021). This target has no detectable secondary eclipse
and the primary eclipse is very shallow so the model parameters are
poorly constrained by the light curve alone. The prior on eclipse
depth was set using the predicted flux ratio. This ratio was calculated
using the predicted absolute G-band magnitude, MG, for each star
based on their masses using the calibration by Pecaut & Mamajek
(2013). The scatter around the MG–mass relation for M-dwarfs was
assumed to be similar to the observed scatter in MV magnitude values
reported by Hartman et al. (2015). The prior for logρ was calculated,
using the derived values of mass and radius described in Section 2.
The values used for these priors are shown in Table 3.
The joint PPD for the model and nuisance parameters are sampled,
using the sampler EMCEE (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). The initial
parameters of the run were the values previously obtained by the fits
to the individual visit. We sampled a chain of 128 walkers each going
through 35 000 steps after a ‘burn-in’ of 1024 steps to ensure that the
sampler has converged to a steady state. To ensure adequate sampling,
we ensured that the number of steps chosen was more than 50 times
longer than the autocorrelation length of each fitted parameter
chain. For EBLM J1934–42, this required a second run of EMCEE
with 180 000 steps, and for EBLM J1741+31, a second run with
240 000 steps with a ‘burn-in’ of 8192 steps. To ensure independent
random samples from their posterior probability distributions, each
parameter chain was thinned by approximately half the minimum
parameter autocorrelation length. The parameter values given in
Table 4 are the median value of the parameters from the sampled
PPD and the standard errors are estimated from the 15.9 per cent and
89.1 per cent percentile-points in the distribution for each parameter.
The fitted decorrelation parameters from our analyses are shown in
Appendix A in Table A1. Correlations between selected parameters
are displayed in Appendix B. In EBLM J1741+31, there are very
strong correlations between D, W and b as can be seen in Fig. B1. In
EBLM J1934–42, the correlation between these parameters is not as
strong though there are a significant number of walkers that tend to
larger values of D and b as can be seen in Fig. B2. In EBLM J2046+06
as shown in Fig. B3, there is again a correlation between D, W and b,
but not as strongly as for EBLM J1741+31. The light-curve fit and
residuals for these parameter values are shown in Fig. 1.
3.3 TESS light curve analysis
We have compared our results using CHEOPS data to a similar analy-
sis of the TESS light curves for EBLM J1741+31 and EBLM J1934–
42. For EBLM J1741+31, we used data from TESS sectors 25 and
26 covering five transits. For EBLM J1934–42, we used data from
sectors 13 and 27 covering 6 transits. Sampling of the PPD of our
model parameters was again performed using EMCEE. Gaussian priors
were set on fc and fs using the same spectroscopically derived values
as in the CHEOPS fit. Gaussian priors were also set on h1 and
h2, using the stellar parameters given in Section 2 and assuming
the same offset, but using the TESS passband to interpolate our
values. For EBLM J1741+31 a prior on eclipse depth L was again
set using the predicted flux ratio of the target, adjusting to MIc
magnitudes from Pecaut & Mamajek (2013) due to the different
passband of TESS. EBLM J1741+31 required more steps than
EBLM J1934–42 to ensure the number of steps in the simulation
was more than 50 times longer than the autocorrelation length in
each parameter chain. We sampled a chain of 128 walkers each
going through 20 480 steps for EBLM J1934–42 and 81 920 steps
for EBLM J1741+31, with initial orbital parameters determined
by a least-squares fit of the light curves. To allow the walkers to
settle into the probability distributions, we performed a burn-in
of 2560 and 5120 steps before the sampling for EBLM J1934–42
and EBLM J1741+31, respectively. The parameter values given in
Table 4 are the median value of the parameters from the sampled
PPD and the standard errors are estimated from the 15.9 per cent and
89.1 per cent percentile-points in the distribution for each parameter.
In EBLM J1741+31, similarly to the CHEOPS light curve, there
are very strong correlations between D, W, and b as can be seen
in Fig. B4. In EBLM J1934–42, the correlation between these
parameters is not as strong. Though there are a small amount of
walkers that tend to larger values of D and b as can be seen in
Fig. B5, this is a smaller trend than in the CHEOPS light curve. The
light-curve fit and residuals are shown in Fig. 2.
3.4 Mass, radius, and effective temperature
To obtain values of companion mass and radius, we made use
of the function MASSRADIUS in PYCHEOPS. The M-dwarf mass is
determined from the assumed primary mass M1, orbital period P,
orbital eccentricity e, the sine of orbital inclination sin (i), and the
semi-amplitude of the star’s spectroscopic orbit K. The M-dwarf
radius is determines from the primary star radius R1 from Table 2
and the planet–star radius ratio from the light-curve analysis, k.
The value of log g2 in Table 4 is determined directly from K and
the parameters of the transit light curve using equations (4) from
Southworth, Wheatley & Sams (2007).
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Table 4. The derived orbital parameters for each CHEOPS target calculated by our pycheops fit. The eclipse depths displayed are in the relevant instrumental
bandpass.
J1741+31 J1934–42 J2046+06
CHEOPS TESS CHEOPS TESS CHEOPS
Model parameters
T0 (BJD) 2014.0490 ± 0.0001 1990.9112 ± 0.0001 2028.2295 ± 0.0002 1659.7836 ± 0.0002 2090.6246 ± 0.0001
P (days) =7.71263 7.71263 ± 0.00004 =6.35251 6.35251 ± 0.00001 =10.10779
D 0.152 ± 0.024 0.109 ± 0.011 0.0513 ± 0.0047 0.0485 ± 0.0011 0.0161 ± 0.0002
W 0.0091 ± 0.0016 0.0118 ± 0.0008 0.0190 ± 0.0002 0.0189 ± 0.0001 0.0263 ± 0.0002
b 1.312 ± 0.061 1.184 ± 0.041 0.797 ± 0.027 0.785 ± 0.009 0.165 ± 0.096
fc 0.3006 ± 0.0016 a 0.3003 ± 0.0015 a =0.0 =0.0 − 0.1902 ± 0.0006 a
fs 0.4595 ± 0.0012 a 0.4590 ± 0.0012 a =0.0 =0.0 0.5545 ± 0.0004 a
L – – 0.00126 ± 0.00032 0.00250 ± 0.00019 0.00039 ± 0.00005
h1 0.768 ± 0.012 a 0.818 ± 0.011 a 0.729 ± 0.011 a 0.784 ± 0.011 a 0.757 ± 0.011
h2 0.435 ± 0.050 a 0.397 ± 0.050 a 0.398 ± 0.050 a 0.394 ± 0.050 a 0.393 ± 0.178
Derived parameters
R2/R1 0.390 ± 0.031 0.330 ± 0.017 0.2266 ± 0.0102 0.2202 ± 0.0025 0.1268 ± 0.0007
R1/a 0.0621 ± 0.0003 0.0610 ± 0.0004 0.0639 ± 0.0014 0.0634 ± 0.0007 0.0743 ± 0.0005
R2/a 0.0224 ± 0.0019 0.0191 ± 0.0011 0.0139 ± 0.0010 0.0137 ± 0.0003 0.0094 ± 0.0001
i (◦) 85.32 ± 0.22 85.86 ± 0.17 87.08 ± 0.16 87.15 ± 0.06 89.30 ± 0.41
e 0.3015 ± 0.0015 0.3009 ± 0.0015 0.0 0.0 0.3437 ± 0.0005
ω (◦) 56.81 ± 0.16 56.81 ± 0.16 – – 108.93 ± 0.06
Absolute parameters
M2 (M) 0.4786 ± 0.0095 0.4783 ± 0.0095 0.1864 ± 0.0055 0.1864 ± 0.0055 0.1975 ± 0.0053
R2 (R) 0.521 ± 0.042 0.441 ± 0.023 0.226 ± 0.010 0.2193 ± 0.0031 0.2184 ± 0.0023
log g2 (cgs) 4.758 ± 0.069 4.917 ± 0.046 5.008 ± 0.043 5.039 ± 0.014 5.073 ± 0.008
Teff,2 (K) – – 3023 ± 96 3030 ± 41 3199 ± 57
aDerived parameters based on Gaussian priors shown in Table 3.
The ratio of the eclipse depths is directly related to the surface
brightness ratio, i.e. F2/F1 = L/D, where F2 is the flux per unit area
integrated of the observing bandpass for star 2, and similarly for
F1. The surface brightness is directly related to a star’s effective
temperature, so we can use this information together with the values
of Teff, 1, log g1, and [Fe/H] from Table 2, and SEDs from model
stellar atmospheres to determine Teff, 2, the effective temperature of
the M-dwarf. We calculated integrated surface brightness values
for a large range of effective temperature, surface gravity, and
metallicity, using PHOENIX model atmospheres with no alpha-
element enhancement (Husser et al. 2013) for both the CHEOPS
or TESS bandpasses. We then sample the PPD for Teff, 2, using EMCEE
and interpolation within this grid using the value of log g2 from
Table 4. The results are given in Table 4.
3.5 J1741+31 eclipse visit
Unfortunately, there is no secondary eclipse visible in the CHEOPS
light curve for EBLM J1741+31. We found that the predicted time
of superior conjunction for our fitted model parameters is outside the
duration of our scheduled CHEOPS visit. This visit was scheduled
based on a preparatory analysis, using less data than is now available
for this target. We can use the analysis of the transit in the CHEOPS
light curve to calculate the minimum separation of the stars around
superior conjunction. We find that the probability that there is a
secondary eclipse is <0.002 per cent. This explains why there is also
no secondary eclipse visible in the TESS light curve (Fig. 2).
4 D ISCUSSION
Observations of EBLM systems with CHEOPS are complementary
to the data provided by the TESS mission. The CHEOPS instrument
response extends much further to the blue than TESS. Looking for
consistency of the transit parameters measured by the two instru-
ments makes it possible to check for colour-dependent systematic
errors, e.g. contamination of the photometry by other stars in the
line of sight. Our results for EBLM J1741+31 and EBLM J1934–42
show good agreement between the results from the analysis of the
CHEOPS and TESS light curves. CHEOPS is also able to observe
regions of the sky not covered by the TESS survey, e.g. close to the
ecliptic. The precision of the parameters derived per transit from
each instrument are similar so the final radius measurement from the
TESS data will be more precise in cases where it has observed many
transits. CHEOPS observations can be scheduled to cover individual
transit or eclipse events, which can be advantageous if we want to
observe long-period systems.
Our results for EBLM J2046+06 show that CHEOPS light curves
can be used to measure radii accurate to about 1 per cent and Teff
accurate to about 2 per cent for the M-dwarf in EBLM systems
with well-defined transits. This is sufficient for our main goal of
establishing an empirical mass-radius-metallicity relation for very
low mass stars. Observations of 24 additional EBLM binaries
with well-defined transits with CHEOPS are on-going. The results
presented here have already been used by Maxted et al. (2021) to
constrain the properties of the host star in their study of the super-
Earth GJ 1132 b using CHEOPS observations of the transit.
The transit model in PYCHEOPS does not account for surface features
on the primary star due to magnetic activity, e.g. dark spots, faculae,
or plages. The impact of these features on the parameters derived
is dependent on whether they are occulted by the secondary star
or not (Czesla et al. 2009; Pont et al. 2013; Oshagh et al. 2013).
Dark spots occulted during the transit will produce small peaks in
the light curve. If these are not accounted for in the model then the
transit depth will be underestimated, leading to an underestimate
for the companion radius. The opposite is true for dark spots not
occulted by the companion. We checked the TESS and WASP
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Figure 1. Fitted light curve of EBLM J1741+31 (Top), EBLM J1934–42 (Middle), and EBLM J2046+06 (Bottom) in phase intervals around the transit and
eclipse events. The observed data corrected for instrumental trends according to the decorrelation coefficients given in Table A1 are shown in cyan. The transit
and eclipse models are shown in green. Binned data points with error bars are shown in blue and the fit between binned data points in brown. The residual of
the fit is displayed below the fitted curves.
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Figure 2. Fitted TESS light curve of EBLM J1741+31 (top) and EBLM J1934–42 (bottom) in phase intervals around the transit and eclipse events. The
observed data points are shown in cyan. The fitted light curve is shown in red. The residual of the fit is displayed below the fitted curves in blue.
light curves of our targets for variability on time scales of a few
days or more due to the combination of rotation and magnetic
activity. For all three targets we find that any such variability has
an amplitude <≈ 1 per cent (<≈ 0.1 per cent for EBLM J2046+06).
Spots near the poles of these slowly rotating solar-type stars are
not expected, so we conclude that magnetic activity has a negligible
impact on the parameters we have derived for the M-dwarfs in these
systems.
Our results are shown in the context of other mass, radius,
and effective temperature measurements for M-dwarfs in Fig. 3.
EBLM J1741+31 and EBLM J1934–42 follow the trend for stars
with masses <≈ 0.5 M to be larger on average by a few per cent
than predicted by models that do not account for magnetic activity.
The radius of EBLM J2046+06, which is our most precise radius
measurement, agrees well with the models of Baraffe et al. (2015).
EBLM J1934–42 is a metal-rich star, which may be consistent with
the idea that metallicity has an influence on radius inflation (e.g.
Berger et al. 2006; Spada et al. 2013; von Boetticher et al. 2019).
Not shown in Fig. 3 are the masses and radii for M-dwarfs in EBLM
binaries by von Boetticher et al. (2019) and Gill et al. (2019). We
do not yet have effective temperature measurements for these M-
dwarfs, but the methods we have developed here can be applied to
the CHEOPS and TESS light curves for those stars, as well as other
EBLM binaries observed by these instruments, to provide a more
complete picture for these systems.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
In this paper, we have reported the first results of our CHEOPS
observing programme on low-mass eclipsing binaries. We find that
the very high precision of the photometry from this instrument and the
possibility to schedule observations of individual transit and eclipse
events are well-matched to our science goal of measuring an em-
pirical mass–radius–metallicity relation for very low-mass stars. We
report three M-dwarf radii and two effective temperatures between
our three targets contributing to the rather sparse amount of data
at the low-mass end of the H–R diagram. Additional observations
from our on-going observations with CHEOPS complemented by
further analysis of data from the TESS mission will provide precise
and accurate mass, radius, and Teff measurements for many very
low-mass stars of known metallicity and age. Fundamental data of
this quality will be essential if we are to find an answer to the long-
standing radius inflation problem.
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Figure 3. Left: A cut-out of the stellar mass versus stellar radius diagram, using results from Nefs et al. (2013), Gillen et al. (2017), and Parsons et al. (2018)
with our results highlighted in red. The type of system is displayed by different colours. The theoretical relation from Baraffe et al. (2015) for an age of 1 Gyr is
plotted in grey. Right: A cut-out of the stellar mass versus effective temperature diagram, using results from Nefs et al. (2013), Gillen et al. (2017), and Parsons
et al. (2018) with our results highlighted in red. The type of system is displayed by different colours. The theoretical relation from Baraffe et al. (2015) for an
age of 1 Gyr is plotted in grey.
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APPENDIX A : D ECORRELATION PARAMETERS
See Table A1.
Table A1. The decorrelation parameters fitted from the CHEOPS MultiVisit MCMC analysis. The effects these parameters represent are as follows:
image background level (dfdbg), PSF centroid position (dfdx, dfdy) time (dfdt), aperture contamination (dfdcontam), and smear correction (dfdsmear).
Target Visit dfdbg dfdx dfdy dfdt dfdcontam dfdsmear
(10−3) 10−4 10−3 (10−2d−1) 10−3 10−4
EBLM J1741+31 Transit – – – – – –
Eclipse – – – – – –
EBLM J1934–42 Transit −0.023 ± 1.491 – − 1.66 ± 0.37 – – –
Eclipse – – − 0.38 ± 0.33 − 1.04 ± 0.13 − 3.25 ± 0.79 –
EBLM 2046+06 Transit – – – – − 0.55 ± 0.15 –
Eclipse – − 2.25 ± 0.56 0.40 ± 0.05 – – 9.45 ± 1.72
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APPENDIX B: C ORRELATION D IAGRAMS FOR SELECTED PA RAMETERS
See Figs B1−B5.
Figure B1. Corner plot for CHEOPS data set of EBLM J1741+31.
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Figure B2. Corner plot for CHEOPS data set of EBLM J1934–42.
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Figure B3. Corner plot for CHEOPS data set of EBLM J2046+06.
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Figure B4. Corner plot for TESS data set of EBLM J1741+31.
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Figure B5. Corner plot for TESS data set of EBLM J1934–42.
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